Around 7%-10% of patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) are refractory to first-line treatment. Neurosurgical approaches are available such as capsulotomy or deep-brain stimulation (DBS). There is strong evidence for central involvement of the corticostriatopallidothalamocortical (CSPTC) circuit in OCD, but the exact mechanism through which these interventions lead to clinical improvement and potential differences in network modulation are not fully understood. Methods: In total, 13 capsulotomy patients (aged 29-59 y, 10 men and 3 women) and 16 DBS patients (aged 25-56 y, 6 men and 10 women) were prospectively included. 18 F-FDG PET was performed before and after capsulotomy and before and after DBS in both stimulation-on and stimulation-off conditions. Presurgical scans were compared with scans of healthy volunteers using SPM8 and global scaling, and metabolic changes after DBS were compared with changes after capsulotomy. Correlations with clinical improvements were investigated using the Yale-Brown ObsessiveCompulsive Scale (Y-BOCS) and the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D). Results: Both groups had similar pretreatment clinical morbidity as assessed by Y-BOCS and the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale. Preoperative superior frontal and supplementary motor cortex hypometabolism was common to both patient groups, and the subgenual anterior cingulate, occipital cortex (cuneus), and posterior cerebellum were relatively hypermetabolic. Postoperative metabolic decreases were common to both interventions in the anterior cingulate and the prefrontal and orbitofrontal cortices. Compared with DBS, capsulotomy resulted in more intense metabolic changes, with additional significant decreases in the mediodorsal thalamus, caudate nucleus, and cerebellum as well as increases in the precuneus and the fusiform and lingual gyrus. The stimulation-off condition of DBS patients showed no significant differences from the preoperative state. Improvement in Y-BOCS scores correlated with metabolic changes in the occipital cortex. Baseline metabolism in the subgenual anterior cingulate and superior temporal cortices were related to postoperative improvement of depressive symptoms. Conclusion: Capsulotomy and DBS lead to similar clinical improvement and similar metabolic network changes in the CSPTC circuit, with a prominent role for the subgenual anterior cingulate and other core structures of the CSPTC. However, metabolic changes are more pronounced and extended in capsulotomy than in DBS. Furthermore, cortical regions outside the CSPTC may also play an important role in OCD symptomatology.
Obsessi ve-compulsive disorder (OCD) is an anxiety disorder with obsessions or compulsions as the core symptoms. It is a relatively common disorder with an estimated lifetime prevalence of 2%-3% worldwide (1) . The disorder is often accompanied by other anxiety disorders and major depression. First-line treatment generally consists of cognitive-behavioral or pharmacologic therapy with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors. A minority of about 7%-10% of the patients becomes refractory to all available first-line treatments. For the most severe refractory cases, neurosurgical interventions have been developed since the 1960s. Initially, ablative approaches were applied, such as capsulotomy, subcaudate tractotomy, anterior cingulotomy, and limbic leucotomy (2) . In 1999, deep-brain stimulation (DBS) of the anterior limb of the internal capsule and the gray matter just ventral to the anterior limb of the internal capsule was introduced (3) . Benefits of DBS are the theoretic reversibility of the intervention and patient-specific adjustability of stimulation parameters. In general, a neurosurgical intervention is effective, with an OCD-symptom response rate of about 50%-60%, and comorbid depressive symptoms often are alleviated as well (4) .
The exact mechanism through which electrical capsular stimulation and capsulotomy lead to improvement of symptom severity is not completely known. There is strong evidence for central involvement of the corticostriatopallidothalamocortical (CSPTC) circuit in OCD, especially the limbic loop including the medial orbitofrontal cortex and the anterior cingulate projecting to the mediodorsal thalamus (4) (5) (6) .
Previous neuroimaging studies have found changes in metabolism in crucial CSPTC structures in both untreated and treated OCD patients. In untreated OCD patients without comorbidity, hypermetabolism in parts of the frontal cortex, caudate nuclei, anterior cingulate gyrus, and thalamus are most consistently reported (7) (8) (9) .
Regarding the functional alterations on capsular DBS for OCD, Rauch et al. found activation in parts of the frontal cortex, anterior cingulate, striatum, pallidum, and thalamus in a study on 6 patients after acute stimulation (10) . Our group found decreased prefrontal metabolic activity after DBS in 6 patients, in whom decreases on the Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS) and Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D) were inversely correlated to changes in left ventral striatum, left amygdala, and left hippocampus metabolic activity (11) and preoperative metabolism in the subgenual anterior cingulate was predictive of therapeutic response. Similarly, Le Jeune et al. (8) found that subthalamic stimulation led to a decrease in prefrontal and anterior cingulate metabolism. Recently, Zuo et al. assessed glucose metabolic changes in 8 patients after capsulotomy and also reported decreased metabolism in the prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) but increases in the precentral and lingual gyri. Clinical improvement correlated with metabolic changes in the right and left dorsal ACC and in the right middle occipital gyrus (12) .
The goal of this study was 4-fold: first, to compare the baseline metabolism of patients selected for capsulotomy versus chronic DBS relative to healthy volunteers, in relation to their symptomatology; second, to compare the functional metabolic changes after capsulotomy with chronic DBS on a voxelwise basis; third, to investigate metabolic alterations in the DBS-on and DBS-off conditions and assess whether the DBS-off condition is distinguishable from the baseline preoperative situation; and fourth, to explore the relationship between treatment outcome regarding OCD and depression symptomatology versus the observed metabolic changes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Two groups of treatment-refractory OCD patients were prospectively included in this study. The first group (capsulotomy group) consisted of 13 patients who underwent an anterior capsulotomy between 2001 and 2009 (aged 29-59 y; mean age, 39.0 6 8.9 y; 10 men and 3 women). Detailed demographics and symptomatology are given in Tables 1 and 2 . The second group (DBS group) consisted of 16 patients (aged 25-56 y; mean age, 39.0 6 9.5 y; 6 men and 10 women) who were treated with DBS between 1998 and 2009. The 6 DBS patients reported previously by Van Laere et al. (11) were also included in this group.
To be qualified to undergo a neurosurgical intervention, the patients had to be diagnosed with severe, disabling OCD as defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, version IV (13) . All patients had a score of 45 or less on the Global Assessment of Functioning Scale, for a minimum of 5 y. Their inclusion Y-BOCS score was 30 or above. Furthermore, all patients had to meet strict criteria for treatment refractoriness, defined as ongoing failure of at least 3 trials with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, of which clomipramine was one, and augmentation therapy with at least 2 atypical antipsychotics and adequate cognitive behavioral therapy while on a therapeutic dose of a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (14) . At inclusion, the patient's age had to be between 18 and 65 y (14) .
Exclusion criteria included any history of current or past psychotic disorder, a manic episode in the past 3 y, current clinically significant neurologic disorders or medical illnesses affecting brain function or structure (except for tic disorder), and current or unstably remitted substance abuse or dependence. OCD patients with a comorbid diagnosis of cluster B personality disorder and a history of frequent acting-out behavior or noncompliance with treatment were excluded (14) .
For DBS, the inclusion criteria were stricter, as possible DBS candidates had to comply with the demanding protocol and frequent follow-up evaluations. The candidates had to participate in a double-masked randomized trial with stimulation turned on or off. Patients approved for DBS could also opt for capsulotomy (14) .
All included patients underwent surgical treatment by the same neurosurgeon and were evaluated by an experienced psychiatrist. The DBS parameters were individually optimized after surgery. During the masked cross-over, the optimized stimulation parameters remained stable. At the time of clinical evaluation of the DBS patients, both the evaluator and the patient were masked to treatment status. The medication scheme of all patients was carefully monitored during the whole period, and medication was reduced as low as possible before the first PET scan was taken. During the entire imaging study, medication was kept stable.
To estimate OCD symptom severity, Y-BOCS was assessed (15) . Depression symptomatology was measured by the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D) (16) . Figure 1 shows preoperative and postoperative individual and average obsessive-compulsive and depressive symptomatology for both groups. The clinical scores used in PET data analysis are those obtained closest to the date of the PET scan concerned. The PET scan during the stimulation-off condition was available for only 9 patients (3 men and 6 women) in the DBS group. When stimulation was off, the OCD symptoms worsened considerably in most patients. The research protocol allowed us to proceed to the next phase of the study (i.e., go from on to off or from off to on or finish the cross-over) if the patient deteriorated clinically to an intolerable level, as evaluated by the patient and the psychiatrist, both remaining masked to the stimulation condition. Most stimulation-off conditions appeared to be shortened, and several PET scans could not be rescheduled within the shortened time frame for the stimulation-off condition. Preoperative patient scans were compared with those of a historical group of 26 screened healthy volunteers (13 men and 13 women) with a mean age 6 SD of 32 6 8.9 y (range, 21-47 y), under the same acquisition and reconstruction protocol using the same scanner.
All subjects gave written informed consent to participate in the study, which was approved by the local University Ethics Committee.
Surgical Procedure
The surgical procedure has been described in detail elsewhere (4, 17) . Briefly, the radiofrequency capsulotomy lesions were 6 mm anterior to the posterior border of the anterior commissure, with a precoronal entry point, and were in the internal capsule and the gray matter just ventral to the internal capsule. A lesion was produced by heating the tip of a 10-mm-long electrode (Radionics) to 80°C during 2 min. Afterward, the electrode was retracted 10 mm and a second lesion was made. This procedure was performed bilaterally. For DBS, bilateral electrodes and stimulators were implanted as described previously (17) .
PET Procedure
All patients underwent preoperative and postoperative 18 F-FDG PET. For the DBS group, 9 of the 16 patients were also scanned in the stimulation-off condition (stimulation-on and stimulation-off scans were obtained in randomized order, and the PET evaluator was masked to the condition).
The preoperative scan was acquired an average of 28 PET scans were acquired using an ECAT HR1 camera (Siemens) operated in 3-dimensional mode. 18 F-FDG (150-185 MBq) was injected intravenously under standard conditions, that is, with the patients supine with ears and eyes open in a dimly lit, quiet room. Thirty minutes after 18 F-FDG injection, a 30-min dynamic scan (6 · 5 min) began. During the acquisition, the patient's head was immobilized by a vacuum pillow. Attenuation was corrected using a 68 Ge/ 68 Ga transmission scan, scatter was corrected, and the images were reconstructed using 3-dimensional filtered backprojection with a Hanning postprocessing filter of 6 mm in full width at half maximum.
Image Analysis
The data were analyzed using statistical parametric mapping (SPM8; Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging) for PET/SPECT (basic models), implemented in MATLAB 7 (The MathWorks).
Patient scans were corrected for motion using individual frames. The postoperative scans were coregistered to the preoperative scan for each patient. Next, the mean image of these coregistered images was calculated and spatially normalized to Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) space using the SPM8 PET template and nonrigid registration with 16 iterations and gaussian smoothing of 8 mm in full width at half maximum. The resulting voxels were 2 · 2 · 2 mm. The geometric transformation obtained by this spatial normalization of the mean image was also applied to the preoperative and postoperative images.
Gray matter was segmented using the SPM8 gray matter probability map with a threshold of 0.27, which was a visual compromise between gray matter preservation and white matter exclusion and robust within the range of 0.25-0.30. After the average gray matter activity of each image had been normalized, the preoperative image was subtracted from the postoperative image, from which z score parametric maps were calculated.
A 2-sample t test was used to compare the preoperative resting metabolism of the capsulotomy and DBS groups with the healthy group. One-sample t tests were used to find significant postoperative changes in the capsulotomy and DBS groups using the z score maps. A 1-sample t test was also used to compare the DBS-on versus DBS-off condition (n 5 9) by replacing the preoperative images by the DBSoff images to calculate the z scores.
A conjunction analysis was performed to discover the postoperative changes that are jointly significant in the capsulotomy and the complete DBS groups (n 5 16) (18) . For this analysis, we used the conjunction option in SPM8 with the contrasts (0, 21) and (21, 0) on the subtraction images. Subsequently, the postoperative metabolic changes in these 2 groups were compared using a 2-sample t test.
Correlation analyses of z score maps and baseline metabolism with changes in covariates Y-BOCS and HAM-D were performed. Age and sex were used as nuisance variables.
Unless specified otherwise, tests were performed with an uncorrected P height threshold of less than 0.001 and false-discovery rate (FDR)-corrected P cluster threshold of less than 0.05, and with an extent threshold of 0. To label the anatomic regions, we used the Talairach atlas (19) . All data are displayed according to neurologic convention. Tables 1 and 2 give the response of patients to treatment. Improvements in obsessive-compulsive and depressive symptomatology are shown in Figure 1 . When the capsulotomy and DBS groups were compared, the preoperative Y-BOCS and HAM-D scores were not significantly different. The decreases in the scores of the capsulotomy group as compared with those of the DBS-on group were also not significantly different.
RESULTS
Treatment Response
Compared with preoperatively, Y-BOCS scores decreased significantly in the capsulotomy group (16.5 6 9.1, P 5 10 25 ) and in the DBS-on group (14.6 6 9.5, P 5 10 25 ). For the DBS group, the decrease in scores when stimulation was off compared with on was 5.8 6 6.9, which was also significant (P 5 0.02).
HAM-D scores decreased significantly in the capsulotomy group (9.8 6 7.4, P 5 2.10 24 ) and in the DBS-on group (11.7 6 8.1, P 5 2.10 25 ). The DBS-off group showed a decrease of Figure 2 shows the areas of significant changes in preoperative resting metabolism for the capsulotomy (n 5 13) and DBS (n 5 16) groups, compared with the healthy control group (n 5 26). The cluster coordinates and statistics are given in Table 3 . For both the capsulotomy group and the DBS group, clusters with relatively reduced preoperative resting metabolism were in the frontal cortex (right and left superior frontal gyrus, left supplementary motor cortex). We also found reduced preoperative resting metabolism in the right posterior cingulate cortex for the capsulotomy group and in the right parietal and right and left temporal cortices for the DBS group.
The inverse contrast showed relative increases in the occipital lobe, the ACC, and parts of the posterior cerebellum in both groups.
Group and Conjunction Analysis of Postoperative Metabolic Changes
Capsulotomy. Compared with baseline, there was decreased metabolic activity in the left dorsal ACC; the medial dorsal thalamus; the caudate head and body, extending toward the left lentiform nucleus and in the left subgenual ACC; bilaterally in the medial frontal cortex, extending toward the right insula and the right inferior frontal cortex; and bilaterally in the posterior cerebellum (pyramis). Relatively increased metabolic activity compared with baseline was found in the right occipital lobe and bilaterally in the parietal lobe (postcentral gyrus), extending toward the precuneus. Figure 3A shows the main significant clusters, and the statistics are given in Table 4 .
DBS. In the DBS-on condition (n 5 16), there was a significant relative metabolic decrease in the right dorsal ACC and in the frontal cortex (right middle and inferior, left superior and inferior) relative to the preoperative scan ( Fig. 3B and Table 4 show statistics). In the DBS-off condition (n 5 9), no significant changes from the preoperative scan were seen, unless the significance levels were relaxed (uncorrected P height , 0.005, FDR-corrected P cluster . 0.05, and extent threshold . 100). In that case, several regions showed reduced postoperative metabolism in the DBS-off condition, such as the right caudate nucleus and the medial dorsal thalamus.
Comparing the DBS-on and -off conditions of the 9 patients who underwent scanning under both conditions, significant decreases were present in the DBS-on condition in the ACC, the medial frontal gyrus, and the right temporal gyrus (data not shown).
Conjunction Analysis. A conjunction analysis identified the regions of postoperative metabolic changes that were jointly significant in the capsulotomy group (n 5 13) and the complete DBS group (n 5 16) ( Fig. 4 ; Table 5 ). Similar to the group analysis, a cluster comprising the medial frontal cortex and inferior frontal cortex, extending toward the ACC and the caudate nucleus, showed common relative hypometabolism. In the medial dorsal thalamus there was a common hypometabolism in both groups when we relaxed our levels (uncorrected P height , 0.001 and FDR-corrected P cluster 5 0.10). The conjunction tests did not show significant postoperative increases at the used thresholds. Figure 5 shows a significantly larger decrease in activity in the capsulotomy group (n 5 13) than in the complete DBS group (n 5 16) for the medial dorsal thalamus and the caudate heads. The statistics of these clusters are given in Table 6 . No other significant differences in metabolic activity changes were found between the 2 groups.
Metabolic Changes in Capsulotomy Versus DBS
Relationship to Clinical Scores
The analysis of correlations between relative (postoperative to preoperative) metabolism change and change in Y-BOCS score for both complete groups did not reveal any significant positive correlations at the cluster level. A significant negative correlation between metabolism change and change in Y-BOCS score was found in the capsulotomy group bilaterally in the occipital cortex (lingual gyrus). No significant correlation was found for the change in HAM-D score in either group. Preoperative metabolism in the DBS group and changes in Y-BOCS scores did not significantly correlate with an uncorrected P height of less than 0.001. However, when we relaxed significance levels down to an uncorrected P height of less than 0.01 and an FDRcorrected P cluster of more than 0.05, we did find a negative correlation between changes in Y-BOCS scores and the preoperative metabolism in the pregenual and dorsal anterior cingulate (only without age and sex as nuisance variables), consistent with our previous pilot study (11) .
In the DBS group, there was a significant negative correlation between change in HAM-D score and preoperative metabolism in the left superior temporal gyrus, and there was a trend toward significance (uncorrected P height , 0.005 and FDR-corrected P cluster 5 0.066, only without age and sex as nuisance variables) in the pregenual and dorsal anterior cingulate (Supplemental Fig. 1 ; Supplemental Table 1 [available at http://jnm.snmjournals.org]).
DISCUSSION
Current neurosurgical procedures for psychiatric disorders such as OCD are based on strong evidence of central involvement of the CSPTC circuit. The most important CSPTC loop involved in OCD is the limbic loop, consisting of the medial orbitofrontal cortex and the anterior cingulate, projecting to the mediodorsal thalamus.
Previous studies have described an increased baseline metabolism in some CSPTC structures in OCD patients (9) . Our study confirmed the baseline findings of increased metabolism in the anterior cingulate. There was also an increased baseline metabolism in the occipital cortex (cuneus) and the posterior cerebellum (semilunar lobule). This finding is in line with previous studies reporting these other brain regions outside the CSPTC to be important in OCD symptomatology (20, 21) .
Furthermore, we found reduced metabolism in the posterior cingulate cortex, the superior frontal cortex, the supplementary motor cortex, and the inferior parietal cortex, again in agreement with previous findings (11, 22, 23) . In particular, Saxena et al. showed an elevated frontal metabolism at baseline in patients with comorbid OCD and major depressive disorder (MD) (22) . In MD, several cognitive and motor deficits have been explained by neuronal dysfunction in parts of the frontal cortex, as well as in the parietal cortex and premotor cortex (24, 25) . Because our cohort consisted mainly of refractory OCD patients with depression, such comorbidity can explain our findings and, thus, anatomic or functional differences from patients with MD or OCD alone can be present.
Significant decreases in postoperative metabolism were found in parts of the frontal cortex and anterior cingulate, as well as in the medial dorsal thalamus, the left caudate nucleus, and parts of the posterior cerebellum.
With respect to the subgenual ACC, our analyses showed a significant postoperative decrease in both the capsulotomy group and the DBS group, confirming the findings of our previous pilot study (11) . Zuo et al. also showed a metabolic decrease in the ACC after capsulotomy in OCD patients (12) . The anterior cingulate has been described as an important region in both OCD and MD symptomatology. Mayberg found a hypermetabolic state in the subgenual cingulate cortex in depressed patients and a decrease FIGURE 4. Clusters of joint decreased changes in metabolic activity in capsulotomy and DBS groups after conjunction analysis with uncorrected P height , 0.001 and FDR-corrected P cluster , 0.05.
after successful pharmacologic treatment (26) . Such decreased metabolism was also present after successful treatment by chronic DBS in major depression (27) . Of note, multiple studies have reported a decreased metabolism in this region after successful pharmacologic treatment of both OCD and MD (27) (28) (29) .
In parts of the prefrontal (left inferior and superior frontal and right middle frontal) and orbitofrontal cortices, there were significant decreases in the DBS-on group, compared with both the preoperative and the DBS-off conditions. There was no overlap with the frontal regions of decreased metabolism at baseline. Chronic successful treatment has been associated with a decrease in prefrontal and orbitofrontal metabolism in several studies (12, 30, 31) . This decrease correlated with improvement of OCD symptoms in several studies (8, 30) . Although we could not confirm an aberrant baseline metabolism, in this study group the results showed DBS to have an important effect on metabolism in this region.
A significant metabolic decrease was seen in the medial dorsal thalamus and the caudate head. Both regions have been extensively documented to be core structures in the CSPTC. Zuo et al. showed a metabolic decrease in these structures after capsulotomy in OCD patients (12) , and a trend toward a metabolic decrease in the MD thalamus was shown in a previous pilot study after DBS (11) . Other studies have also noted decreased activity in these regions after successful pharmacologic or behavioral treatment of OCD (28, 30, 31) , emphasizing the importance of these regions in treatment response of OCD.
Regarding the cerebellum, our results showed decreased metabolism in the pyramis after capsulotomy. Previous studies reported involvement of the cerebellum in OCD symptomatology (23, 30, 32) . Zuo et al. (12) showed a postoperative decrease in the cerebellar tonsil, inferior to the pyramis. In their study there was also a correlation of baseline metabolism in the cerebellar tonsil with clinical improvement after capsulotomy. The cerebellum has been associated with multiple cognitive functions such as attention, memory, and learning, which are often affected in OCD patients.
Regional metabolism in the parietal cortex and the precuneus was relatively increased postoperatively. This finding is at odds with previous work on OCD in which the precuneus was hypermetabolic after symptom provocation tests (20, 23, 33) , and a trend toward a positive correlation between baseline metabolism and symptom severity has been shown (34) . The precuneus is part of the default network (21) . A dissociation of functions inside the default network has been described (35) . The default network seems to be a heterogeneous system with at least 2 distinct subsystems: the medial temporal lobe and the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex. The precuneus is part of the medial temporal lobe subsystem, which seems to be involved in making decisions about one's future. In contrast, the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex subsystem is more active when considering one's own present mental state. Although speculative, the existence of functional anatomic subsystems inside the default network may explain why results from multiple studies differ.
An increased metabolism after capsulotomy was demonstrated in the right occipital cortex (fusiform and lingual gyrus). Zuo et al. (12) also reported an increased postoperative metabolism in this region.
For the medial dorsal thalamus and the caudate heads, a significantly larger decrease in activity was found in the capsulotomy group than in the DBS group. The ablative character of the intervention may explain this finding. During capsulotomy, the lesion that is made in the anterior limb of the internal capsule may destroy projections to the medial dorsal thalamus. In DBS, the structural lesion caused by implanting the electrode is less elaborate. This idea is further supported by the fact that there was no significant metabolic difference between the DBS-off scans and the preoperative scans for DBS, unless we relaxed the prespecified significance levels. Moreover, a larger and more extended metabolic change in the capsulotomy group than in the DBS group was found. Although no formal statistical correlation analysis was possible because of the small numbers, this finding may be related to the more pronounced side effects of frontal lobe dysfunction observed in the capsulotomy groups (i.e., apathy, emotional blunting, and disinhibition). In the DBS group, none of these side effects were seen.
Regarding the relationship to clinical scores, in earlier reports the subgenual ACC was mentioned as an important structure in OCD and depression symptomatology. Dougherty et al. (36) and Zuo et al. (12) showed a correlation between preoperative metabolism at this site and improvement in, respectively, depressive symptoms and OCD symptoms after ablative surgery. In our pilot study (11) , preoperative metabolism in the subgenual ACC was predictive of improvement in postoperative Y-BOCS scores in a population of 6 OCD patients with comorbid depressive symptoms. This was also the case for the DBS group in the current study, but only when significance levels were relaxed. These data highlight the subgenual cingulate as an important cross-point for pathophysiology and treatment effects in OCD.
At this stage, the role of the occipital cortex in OCD symptomatology is not well understood. In the cuneus and lingual gyrus for the capsulotomy group, we found a negative correlation between OCD symptomatology and the change in Y-BOCS scores (i.e., better outcome with increased postoperative metabolism). Bussato et al. (32) described an improvement in Y-BOCS score to be related to an increase in perfusion in the left cuneus. In patients after capsulotomy, increases in the right middle occipital gyrus related to Y-BOCS improvement (12) . Another study showed metabolic increases in the cuneus after successful pharmacologic treatment of OCD (36) . A negative correlation was also found between postoperative HAM-D changes and preoperative metabolism in the superior temporal cortex. Previous studies already suggested that the superior temporal cortex has a role in OCD with comorbid MD (29) , as well as in OCD (23) or MD alone (24) .
Several limitations need to be addressed. In our study design, patients were not randomized between capsulotomy and DBS. The stricter criteria for DBS than for capsulotomy may have led to some selection bias, as patients selected for DBS needed to be more functionally competent to ascertain a complete follow-up. However, bias was not reflected in differences in their Y-BOCS or HAM-D scores or changes therein.
Second, the site of stimulation evolved during the study to a more posterior position in the DBS group but remained in the ventral striatum below the anterior limb of the anterior capsule, as retrospectively confirmed by postoperative MR imaging. It is conceivable that the variation of the implantation site can have an impact on the neural circuits highlighted in the PET study.
Third, the male-female distribution in the capsulotomy and DBS groups was significantly different from that in our healthy control group, but since we predominantly investigated within-subject differences, this difference can be seen as only a second-order effect.
Furthermore, between-subject differences in medication existed, and it is known that selective reuptake inhibitors may induce metabolic decreases in the ACC, middle temporal cortex, precuneus, and parahippocampal region (37) . However, since medication was kept low and stable during the imaging period, medication is unlikely to have been a confounder in the current results.
Last, data were analyzed using proportional scaling, which neglects potential differences in global metabolism between conditions. However, the assumption of an absence of global effects has been made in most previous studies on OCD, and future studies are needed to address the validity of this hypothesis.
CONCLUSION
Capsulotomy and DBS result in similar improvements in symptomatology in OCD and result in similar metabolic changes in the CSPTC. However, the changes are more pronounced in capsulotomy than in DBS and extend to areas outside the CSPTC as well. Metabolic activity largely reverses in DBS when stimulation is turned off. Other cortical regions, such as occipital, temporal, and cerebellar structures, may also play an important role in OCD symptomatology. Furthermore, pretreatment metabolism in the superior temporal gyrus and anterior cingulate may predict outcome in OCD patients with comorbid depressive symptoms.
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